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Staff and Volunteers
Laura and Alessandro continued the volunteer coordination until May when they
handed over to Zé Luiz from Rio Grande do Norte. Alessandro moved first to Rio and then
to Rome, and Laura's studies in Spain left her no time to manage the job off-shore. Thank
you to both of them!
Rosie kept the research on the road, planning our new reforestation
trial plots, until her time ran out, handing over to Eric who sadly had to
leave early for personal reasons, leaving us with a vacancy to be filled as
soon as funds permit.
Students, Volunteers and Interns include:
Chester
Maria
Melissa who recorded sounds from the forest
Arne from Belgium who set up plots for soil monitoring
Lisa Lisa joined us from Germany
Mark and Rachel
Mark and Rachel from Colorado
Verônica from Argentina
Paulina from Poland
Elise from Netherlands
And Tom and Emily from Scotland.
All of whom contributed their various skills to
improve our programs and projects.
Verônica

Arne

Elise

Tom and Emily

Eric

Chester

Maria

Lisa

Tragically, one of our friends from the local
community, Carlinho, who helped us out in many
ways, was killed in a fight in Rosário da Limeira. We
miss his cheerful smile.

Doing our part for 18 years!
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Staff and Volunteers continued
Long-time GIS coordinator and Iracambi director Cliff
generously volunteered two months of his time, handing over
to Daniel from Clark University. Great progress has been made
on our online mapping.
Please check it out:

Young Eco-Leaders of the Brazilian Rainforest
We were delighted to welcome our new program coordinator,
Marina, who worked with the Limeira and Belisário schools, as well
as creating contacts with schools in other counties, resulting in a
series of visits and interest from other both public and private
schools.

Marina is adopting an innovative new approach, focusing on
students using their senses to learn about nature and bring the
magic of the rainforest into the classroom.
They started by covering their eyes with a scarf (and no
cheating!) and discovered that it's a great way to build up selfconfidence and team spirit. If you can't see, your other senses are
sharpened, and you process information through your sense of
smell or touch.

‘‘The challenge
was to walk
blindfold down a
steep cattle
pasture, sensing
how hot it is and
how the sounds and
the scents are
different from the
forest...’’

Doing our part for 18 years!
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Young Eco-Leaders continued
Then, removing the blindfold, the students stopped
to look at the great forest in front of them, noticing how
diverse it is and how full of sounds and scents. Now they
could see again, they realized how beautiful everything
around them was. They found the forest mysterious and
exciting, and began to understand why we must protect it.
After that, they climbed the trees and played in the forest,
and discovered what fun it was, overcoming any fears they
might have had.
But so that they understand that life is not all green leaves and
pretty flowers, they also visited the recycling plant, in order to
discover what happens to the garbage produced in Limeira. There
they found out that people in the town aren't separating their
garbage correctly, so they decided to interview some of the
townspeople, and figure out how to raise the level of awareness. The
result was a short documentary currently in production. They plan to
have showings at the school and in the community so that everyone
understands the importance of separating their garbage.

Cinema in the Square
And, talking film - since most of the local children
have never had the chance to visit a cinema we decided
to bring the cinema to the town square, with showings
of Avatar and then Rio, before the rains stopped play.

Forests4Water
At the end of last year, we invited the new agriculture secretary of Muriaé
to visit our Forests4Water community reforestation program. Together we
visited one of our model farmers, Dona Lurdinha. The secretary was impressed
with the family's amazing job of recuperating their springs, and transforming a
once degraded dry land into a farm full of life: trees, birds, gardening, coffee
and even fish farming – she previously had no water on the property! The
Secretary later organized a Field Day on her farm, which was attended by more
than a hundred people from Muriaé and beyond. The important outcome for
Iracambi is that the Muriaé administration has learned about our work and is now looking
forward to creating a partnership. We explained to the prefect that reforestation works
perfectly to restore springs, but that people need water right now. One of his campaign
promises was that Belisário would have its own tractor to build dams on people's property at
no cost. We know many farms that will benefit from this, and are working with the prefect to
help him fulfill his promise!

Doing our part for 18 years!
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Forests4Water continued
Thanks to our funders Brazil Foundation, our project was included as
one of nineteen country-wide to be listed on the São Paulo Stock Exchange
Socio-Environmental Fund for continued support. Binka and Iracambista
Mário were present at the official launch in São Paulo in March.
We also carried out a series of water quality tests for all the main streams and rivers in
the watershed of the Rio Fumaça – where Iracambi is located. Possessing accurate data on
water quality and quantity and a clearer idea of the pollutants in the water will help us work
more effectively and we were unpleasantly surprised to discover in some areas far higher
levels of pollutants than we had expected.
With the arrival of the rains in November
we were able to deliver all the 3500 seedlings
to the nineteen families signed up in the
program, thereby successfully completing
another cycle.

Research
The University of Viçosa's project of
biological prospection, BIO-PROS is going full
strength: Iracambi is hosting research into
adrago (Croton urucurana), which has
amazing properties of accelerated scar
formation of wounds.
Here's a nice little film about the project:

Technology
We have been working for over six months to improve our
internet access to take advantage of the opportunity offered
by the arrival of fiber optic cable in Rosário da Limeira. This has
involved locating the right spots for installing transmission
towers, getting them mounted, installing electricity and
negotiating a better rate with internet providers. It's been a
long haul but we are confident it will be worth it!

Mining
The people of Belisário and Miradouro both declared their opposition to the bauxite
mining project in the area by holding public hearings to discuss the issue. The population of
Rosário da Limeira is still divided, but has scheduled a hearing for February 2018.

Doing our part for 18 years!
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Fundraising
If our team did their work well, none of our regular readers will have
missed hearing that November is the big month for asking for donations!
If you didn't know that - it's not too late!
You can always catch up with the crowd by making a
contribution through our Donations page:

In preparation for our major fund raising gala in São Paulo to be held on November 9th
2018 (put it in your calendar now…), we held a very successful trial run at the Jungle Pub
restaurant in Rio de Janeiro over Halloween, as well as mounting a stall at the British and
Commonwealth Society Charity Fair in Rio de Janeiro in December.

Public Policy
Iracambi continues to be represented on the State Environmental Policy Commission
as well as the Advisory Board of the Serra do Brigadeiro State Park, and, as usual, we give
encouragement and support to the county Sustainable Development Council. We were also
elected as a substitute for a seat on the committee for the Rio Pomba/Muriaé river basin.
This is an important new sphere of interest, and we are delighted to be involved.
But, since you know that life in a non-profit isn't a bed of roses, we've had our setbacks
too. For example, the environmental NGOs in Minas Gerais asked the state to set up a series
of meetings to discuss matters of common interest. The state duly did so, but the timing and
locale of the meetings were not conducive to active participation by the NGOs (some of
whom like Iracambi had to travel for many hours to get there,) and this promising
development was dropped!

Amigos de Iracambi
The Association held its Annual General Meeting
and Board Meeting at the end of September. We have a
shiny new board ready to go, but at the eleventh hour
our new president was unable to take office and we are
currently on the lookout for a solution.

Doing our part for 18 years!
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Iracambi was there
Iracambi president Binka participated in a workshop
in São Paulo organized by ABCR (Brazilian Fund Raising
Association), to learn new tricks in fund raising. Binka was
also guest speaker at both the American Society and the
American School in Rio, keeping her head down as rival
drug barons battled for control of one of the favelas.

Research Director Robin has been busy representing
Iracambi at a series of events and seminars in Brazil and
beyond, including a seminar in Viçosa on regeneration of
degraded lands, an event in Muriaé organized by DEMSUR
(the water utility) to commemorate World Environment Day
where he was guest speaker, and the AGM of the
Association of Private Reserves of Minas Gerais held in
Caxambú, (hosted by the Municipal Secretary of
Environment ex-Iracambista Gustavo Toledo). Robin also
attended the Brazilian Symposium on Conservation Biology
at UFMG in Belo Horizonte.
2017 was a good year for international conferences:
after attending the annual meeting of the Association for
Tropical Biology and Conservation in Mexico, Robin headed
to Foz de Iguaçu for the VII World Conference on Ecological
Restoration.

By invitation, Robin and Binka took part in
International Seminar on Climate Change and
Biodiversity at the botanical garden of Inhotim.
Amongst the great and the good attending the
symposium were Sir Ghillean Prance, former
Director of the Royal Botanical Garden at Kew
and former advisor to Iracambi UK, José Carlos
Carvalho, former Federal Minister of the
Environment as well as Secretary of the
Environment for the State of Minas Gerais, and
Ernst Götsch, a pioneer leader of agro-ecology in
Brazil.

Doing our part for 18 years!
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Visitors
In partnership with CO2 Forestry from Colorado, we are looking for a way to allow
visitors to offset their carbon footprints when they come to Iracambi. and to channel these
funds into our reforestation work. We were very glad to be able to show our Forest4Water
project to Reed Pritchard, the CEO of CO2 Forestry when he visited us in May.
It was a tremendous pleasure to welcome back Mário Abreu, our IT advisor, who helped set
up our network many years ago. It's time for an overhaul, so he stopped by to give us some
tips.
We were honored by a visit from the prefect of Muriaé along with the Secretary of
Agriculture and Environment, as well as a visit from the Bishop of Leopoldina.

Left: Grego, prefect of Muriaé, and his team. Right:

School visit from Educar High School in Ervália.

Wallison, Brother Gilberto and Bishop Dom Eudes.

We also hosted visits from representatives of two different groups of private schools
in Ubá, Ervalia and Viçosa, who were enchanted by Marina's approach to environmental
education which is a novelty in Brazil. We plan to work closely together and spread the
EcoLeaders program within a radius of 100 km. We welcomed Professor William Vasquez of
Fairfield University in Connecticut and established a partnership to host his students as of
2018. Marivaldo and Rosana, both professors from the Federal University in Diamantina,
paid us a lightning visit and we had a memorable evening around the bonfire learning about
Marivaldo's experiences with indigenous groups in Brazil. Kerri Ann Appleton dropped by
from Rio to explore the potential of Iracambi as a location for school camps and we plan to
establish our first camp in 2018. In response to increasing demand for visits from community
members and local schools, we have organized a visitor's program that aims to reconnect
people with nature.
We were very happy to welcome back Heather
Williams, professor of politics at Pomona College in
California, for a short stay. Iracambista Orlando Branco
and his partner Rebecca ushered in the rain for us –
even if it did mean being pulled out of the mud on the
end of a chain! We also hosted a visit from Jackson
Moreira, Ricardo and Rafael from Juiz de Fora to talk
about sustainability in the context of small scale family
farming, and a quick reconnaissance visit from Hélio
and Felipe, our partners who will be arranging the
Iracambi gala in São Paulo.

Doing our part for 18 years!

New Year's party in Iracambi.
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So – it's been another busy year in the rainforest. And once again, we'd like to express our thanks
to all our dear friends, donors, sponsors, students and volunteers who work with us to realize our
dreams day after day. Together we're protecting the people, the water and the biodiversity of the
beautiful Atlantic Forest.

Thank you all!!
Tel: 32 99830 - 3076
facebook.com/iracambi
SkypeID: Iracambi
iracambi@iracambi.com
www.iracambi.com

Doing our part for 18 years!

Amigos de Iracambi
Caixa Postal Nº 1- 36.878-000
Rosário da Limeira - Minas Gerais Brasil
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